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We present the fth part of the OGLE Catalog of Periodic Variable Stars in the Galactic
bulge. 574 variable stars: 44 pulsating, 369 eclipsing and 161 miscellaneous type were
detected in four elds located symmetrically in galactic lattitude around the Galactic center:
MM5-A, MM5-B, MM7-A and MM7-B.
The Catalog and individual observations are available in digital form from the OGLE
Internet archive.
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1 Introduction
The huge databases of photometric observations collected during microlensing searches pro-
vide an unique material for studying stellar variability. Data collected during the Optical
Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) { long term observing project with the main goal
of searching for dark matter in our Galaxy with microlensing phenomena (Paczynski 1986,
Udalski et al. 1994a) { have already been searched for variable stars and four parts of the
OGLE Catalog of Periodic Variable Stars have been published (Udalski et al. 1994b, 1995a,
Based on observations obtained at the Las Campanas Observatory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington
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1995b, 1996 hereafter referred as Paper I{IV). The Catalog includes 2287 periodic objects
from the Baade’s Window in the Galactic bulge. Paper III presents also simple analysis of
the completeness of the Catalog.
This paper is a continuation of the Catalog and presents periodic variable stars found in
four elds located symmetrically in galactic longitude around the Galactic center.
2 The Catalog
The photometric data presented here were collected during four observing seasons of the
OGLE microlensing search starting from April 13, 1992 through August 19, 1995. Ob-
servations were made at Las Campanas Observatory, Chile which is operated by Carnegie
Institution of Washington. 1-m Swope telescope equipped with 2048 2048 Ford/Loral CCD
detector was used. Details of data pipeline, reduction technique and period search technique
can be found in Paper I.
Present edition of the Catalog contains periodic variable stars with hIi brighter than
18 mag. In the following updates the Catalog will be extended toward fainter stars. There
is also a lower limit of magnitude: I  14 { resulting from saturation of stellar images on
CCD frames. The period search was limited to periods within 0.1{100 days range.
This part of the Catalog presents variable stars from four elds: MM5-A, MM5-B, MM7-
A and MM7-B. Each of the elds covers approximately 150  150 on the sky. Equatorial and
galactic coordinates of these elds are given in Table 1. Fields MM5-A and MM5-B as well
as MM7-A and MM7-B overlap by about 10. Variable objects detected in the overlapping
regions appear in the Catalog only once.
Table 1
Coordinates of MM5-A, MM5-B, MM7-A and MM7-B elds.
Field 2000 2000 l b
MM5-A 17h47m30s {3445’00" {4.8 {3.4
MM5-B 17h47m30s {3457’00" {4.9 {3.5
MM7-A 18h10m53s {2554’20" 5.4 {3.3
MM7-B 18h11m47s {2554’20" 5.5 {3.5
The structure of the Catalog is identical as in the previous parts (Papers I{IV). Detected
variable stars from each eld are grouped into three categories: pulsating stars, eclipsing
stars and miscellaneous type variables. The latter category consists of stars which cannot
be classied unambiguously as pulsating or eclipsing stars. It contains mostly late type,
chromospherically active stars, and likely some ellipsoidal variables.
For every eld and group of stars the Catalog consists of a table with basic parameters for
every periodic variable object and an atlas containing the phased light curves and 3000  3000
nding charts { part of the I-band frames. North is up and East is to the left on these charts.
The basic parameters for every object include star designation, right ascention and decli-
nation (J2000), period in days and heliocentric Julian Date of maximum light (minimum for
eclipsing variables), I magnitude at maximum brightness, V − I color at maximum bright-
ness, I-band amplitude, classication and eventual remarks.
Designation of the object follows the scheme introduced in Paper I: OGLE eld Vnumber,
e.g. OGLE MM5-A V22. The variable stars in every eld are initially sorted according to
magnitude. Thus lower number means brighter star.
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The equatorial coordinates of variable stars were calculated using transformation derived
from position of stars from the HST Guide Star Catalog (Lasker et al. 1988). Typically about
15{20 GSC stars were identied in each eld. Accuracy of coordinates is about 1 arcsec.
Because of strategy adopted in the microlensing search, the vast majority of measure-
ments was obtained in the I-band (typically 90{150 observations). About 30 or less V -band
measurements were collected for each eld during the entire search for color information.
Classication within pulsating and eclipsing star groups follows the scheme of the General
Catalog of Variable Stars (Kholopov et al. 1985).
3 Catalog of Periodic Variable Stars of the MM5-A,
MM5-B, MM7-A and MM7-B Fields
Tables 2{13 and Appendices A{L contain the catalog of pulsating, eclipsing and miscellaneous
periodic stars for elds MM5-A, MM5-B, MM7-A and MM7-B, respectively.
44 variable stars were classied as pulsating. Most of them are RR Lyr stars type ab
and c. Remaining objects are short period  Sct type pulsating stars. The periods of some
of them fall below the lower limit (0.1 day) of period search, but these stars were identied
with 2 P period. Thus they probably do not represent complete sample of this type of
stars.
369 eclipsing stars were identied in MM elds. The vast majority (277) of eclipsing
objects belong to W UMa type (EW). 60 Algol-type (EA) and 13  Lyr-type (EB) stars
were also identied. Many of Algol-type objects are detached systems ideal for precise
determination of their parameters and distances with follow-up spectroscopic observations.
19 objects were classied as eclipsing (E) when the type of eclipse could not be determined
unambiguously.
The group of miscellaneous stars contains 161 objects. Most of them are red giants and
subgiants, probably chromospherically active stars. Some objects in this group might be
ellipsoidal variables what is indicated in the "Remarks" column. In such a case the period
should be twice of that given in the Table.
4 Summary
We present the fth part of the OGLE Catalog of Periodic Variable Stars in the Galactic bulge
{ periodic variable stars from MM5-A, MM5-B, MM7-A and MM7-B elds. 574 periodic
stars were detected: 44 pulsating, 369 eclipsing and 161 miscellaneous type stars increasing
the total number of periodic variable objects in the Catalog to 2861.
The Catalog is supposed to be an open publication and regular updates are expected when
more data become available and search for variables among fainter objects will be completed.
Some errors, unavoidable in this rst release of the Catalog, will also be corrected. Therefore
we expect a feedback from the astronomical community when any errors, misclassication
etc. are found.
The Catalog and all individual observations of cataloged variable stars in both V and
I bands (JD hel., magnitude, error) are available to the astronomical community from
the OGLE Internet archive using anonymous ftp service from sirius.astrouw.edu.pl host
(148.81.8.1), directory /ogle/var catalog. See README le in this directory.
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Table 2
Pulsating Variable Stars in the MM5-A eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM5-A V6 17h47m19.s08 {3452’45."6 0.d51202 724.0593 15.m10 1.m05 0.m69 RRab
MM5-A V9 17h47m21.s15 {3440’20."8 0.d51619 724.5310 15.m27 1.m25 0.m72 RRab
MM5-A V15 17h47m50.s53 {3449’25."7 0.d60022 724.3209 15.m49 1.m21 0.m49 RRab
MM5-A V18 17h47m00.s83 {3450’02."0 0.d52667 724.2808 15.m54 1.m31 0.m74 RRab
MM5-A V19 17h47m33.s22 {3439’20."4 0.d61251 724.2349 15.m55 1.m36 0.m66 RRab
MM5-A V20 17h46m49.s25 {3452’02."2 0.d39119 724.5387 15.m58 1.m08 0.m25 RRc
MM5-A V21 17h47m56.s90 {3447’37."6 0.d46382 724.6302 15.m58 1.m32 0.m88 RRab
MM5-A V24 17h46m46.s08 {3443’49."6 0.d37939 724.3459 15.m71 1.m33 0.m18 RRc
MM5-A V27 17h47m50.s04 {3439’27."2 0.d62157 724.5480 15.m88 1.m43 0.m25 RRab
MM5-A V32 17h47m17.s80 {3439’56."0 0.d54469 724.8244 16.m00 1.m33 0.m57 RRab
MM5-A V37 17h46m51.s66 {3441’37."4 0.d45791 724.5904 16.m10 1.m18 0.m85 RRab
MM5-A V41 17h47m35.s97 {3444’16."1 0.d58450 724.2417 16.m15 1.m21 0.m72 RRab
MM5-A V46 17h46m51.s30 {3450’21."4 0.d37019 724.6987 16.m29 1.m23 0.m45 RRab
MM5-A V74 17h46m55.s73 {3448’37."8 0.d094555 724.8681 16.m97 1.m11 0.m05 DSCT
MM5-A V80 17h47m56.s81 {3448’11."1 0.d116682 724.8190 17.m07 0.m89 0.m30 DSCT
Table 3
Pulsating Variable Stars in the MM5-B eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM5-B V4 17h47m22.s44 {3456’42."2 0.d52489 724.6038 14.m89 1.m08 0.m56 RRab
MM5-B V10 17h46m48.s22 {3451’33."2 0.d52391 724.4030 15.m40 1.m02 0.m72 RRab
MM5-B V20 17h47m14.s69 {3454’37."6 0.d64994 724.4972 15.m66 1.m15 0.m46 RRab
MM5-B V21 17h46m51.s35 {3456’44."6 0.d50359 724.3261 15.m69 { 0.m71 RRab
MM5-B V28 17h46m55.s14 {3459’55."1 0.d47995 724.4437 15.m88 1.m06 0.m62 RRab
MM5-B V31 17h47m29.s18 {3459’33."4 0.d36456 724.5393 15.m97 1.m11 0.m83 RRab
MM5-B V41 17h47m51.s30 {3502’06."3 0.d25745 724.9370 16.m15 0.m94 0.m30 RRc
MM5-B V44 17h47m46.s43 {3452’57."4 0.d52311 724.2479 16.m22 1.m13 0.m75 RRab
MM5-B V60 17h47m09.s79 {3456’45."2 0.d126671 724.8166 16.m56 1.m02 0.m34 DSCT
MM5-B V141 17h47m22.s68 {3458’15."4 0.d180212 724.9432 17.m82 1.m36 0.m24 DSCT
Table 4
Pulsating Variable Stars in the MM7-A eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM7-A V2 18h11m00.s10 {2557’38."7 0.d54078 724.3705 14.m76 1.m05 0.m69 RRab
MM7-A V16 18h11m14.s74 {2551’48."4 0.d56710 724.3438 15.m48 1.m12 0.m74 RRab
MM7-A V20 18h11m18.s69 {2600’42."6 0.d52984 724.3072 15.m53 1.m33 0.m83 RRab
MM7-A V25 18h10m32.s01 {2559’37."3 0.d49380 724.6095 15.m56 2.m49 0.m66 RRab
MM7-A V26 18h10m48.s98 {2556’30."4 0.d44361 724.6831 15.m61 1.m14 0.m88 RRab
MM7-A V34 18h11m12.s64 {2549’38."7 0.d53049 724.5836 15.m76 1.m18 0.m57 RRab
MM7-A V44 18h10m54.s53 {2549’42."4 0.d22759 724.8193 16.m00 0.m94 0.m26 RRc
MM7-A V47 18h10m35.s63 {2552’52."4 0.d28782 724.6755 16.m04 1.m24 0.m29 RRc
MM7-A V88 18h10m48.s71 {2552’58."8 0.d15886 724.7994 16.m87 1.m18 0.m41 DSCT
MM7-A V94 18h10m49.s76 {2548’23."7 0.d27499 724.7304 16.m91 1.m30 0.m25 RRc
MM7-A V103 18h10m28.s67 {2549’11."3 0.d078847 724.9533 17.m06 1.m12 0.m11 DSCT
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Table 5
Pulsating Variable Stars in the MM7-B eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM7-B V6 18h12m03.s45 {2558’22."9 0.d53913 724.5066 15.m32 1.m15 0.m66 RRab
MM7-B V7 18h11m51.s16 {2558’12."1 0.d59002 724.4478 15.m40 1.m20 0.m62 RRab
MM7-B V8 18h12m00.s30 {2553’20."2 0.d55940 724.5959 15.m43 1.m20 0.m51 RRab
MM7-B V12 18h11m36.s75 {2549’07."0 0.d88121 723.7237 15.m58 1.m45 0.m26 RRab
MM7-B V13 18h11m40.s12 {2551’03."1 0.d53321 724.1109 15.m59 1.m40 0.m52 RRab
MM7-B V14 18h11m33.s48 {2555’08."6 0.d28675 724.8570 15.m65 1.m11 0.m25 RRc
MM7-B V63 18h11m47.s91 {2552’23."5 0.d61806 724.7452 16.m99 1.m37 0.m74 RRab
MM7-B V87 18h11m55.s38 {2555’19."7 0.d065833 725.0135 17.m48 1.m03 0.m04 DSCT
Table 6
Eclipsing Variable Stars in the MM5-A eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM5-A V3 17h47m26.s92 {3443’16."8 0.d64733 724.1143 14.m80 0.m88 0.m86 EW
MM5-A V7 17h47m14.s16 {3438’39."9 12.d58860 713.4463 15.m18 { 0.m20 E?
MM5-A V13 17h47m01.s69 {3446’03."0 0.d42779 724.5659 15.m38 1.m34 0.m21 EW
MM5-A V14 17h47m46.s81 {3449’36."7 2.d09976 722.3363 15.m49 1.m18 0.m28 EA
MM5-A V22 17h47m47.s36 {3450’22."3 0.d35988 724.6137 15.m63 1.m27 0.m38 EW
MM5-A V23 17h47m49.s43 {3438’52."7 0.d40536 724.6236 15.m67 { 0.m29 EW
MM5-A V30 17h47m46.s58 {3439’09."2 0.d65604 724.7451 15.m98 1.m34 0.m10 EW
MM5-A V33 17h47m21.s92 {3440’49."3 0.d48902 724.3222 16.m04 1.m30 0.m37 EW
MM5-A V39 17h47m53.s30 {3450’51."8 0.d37008 724.6759 16.m13 0.m88 0.m36 EW
MM5-A V42 17h47m07.s50 {3445’00."1 1.d43179 723.6768 16.m21 1.m21 0.m19 EB
MM5-A V43 17h47m39.s05 {3439’08."9 3.d00030 720.4350 16.m20 1.m49 0.m65 EA
MM5-A V44 17h47m26.s18 {3445’32."6 0.d35545 724.5891 16.m26 1.m30 0.m25 EW
MM5-A V47 17h47m28.s25 {3446’31."0 1.d10577 723.7786 16.m32 1.m20 0.m26 EW
MM5-A V50 17h47m17.s79 {3446’22."0 1.d08200 724.5429 16.m46 1.m50 0.m15 EW
MM5-A V54 17h47m49.s15 {3439’18."5 6.d38458 721.2912 16.m50 1.m70 1.m07 EA
MM5-A V55 17h47m43.s10 {3439’19."3 0.d31935 724.6135 16.m52 1.m34 0.m13 EW
MM5-A V56 17h47m41.s90 {3449’33."0 1.d41089 723.1432 16.m57 1.m12 0.m55 EA
MM5-A V57 17h47m14.s01 {3449’18."5 0.d94887 724.8921 16.m57 1.m32 0.m34 EW
MM5-A V60 17h47m32.s56 {3450’39."7 0.d35170 724.6079 16.m62 1.m38 0.m46 EW
MM5-A V63 17h47m26.s16 {3447’10."8 3.d83990 718.2878 16.m67 1.m71 0.m47 EB
MM5-A V64 17h47m22.s04 {3446’36."2 0.d71492 724.3634 16.m68 1.m21 0.m15 EW
MM5-A V66 17h47m06.s16 {3451’17."6 0.d79391 724.0697 16.m69 1.m36 0.m23 EW
MM5-A V67 17h47m21.s84 {3447’08."1 0.d85671 724.6738 16.m71 1.m03 0.m27 EW
MM5-A V69 17h46m50.s07 {3440’27."7 3.d26182 723.2191 16.m75 1.m38 1.m86 EA
MM5-A V71 17h47m19.s76 {3446’41."1 2.d77757 724.1303 16.m84 1.m15 0.m95 EA
MM5-A V72 17h47m06.s44 {3447’28."4 0.d73260 724.0352 16.m87 1.m02 0.m28 EW
MM5-A V75 17h47m42.s09 {3444’26."2 0.d62816 724.8263 16.m97 1.m32 0.m24 EW
MM5-A V76 17h47m34.s75 {3442’18."2 1.d83729 723.0765 16.m99 1.m15 0.m68 EA
MM5-A V78 17h47m08.s28 {3453’16."1 0.d68468 723.8218 17.m05 1.m65 0.m16 EW
MM5-A V79 17h47m28.s83 {3452’12."5 0.d33458 724.3744 17.m06 { 0.m43 EW
MM5-A V83 17h47m30.s84 {3448’29."3 0.d29701 724.6293 17.m11 1.m42 0.m13 EW
MM5-A V84 17h47m49.s76 {3448’17."3 0.d30393 724.8354 17.m17 1.m37 0.m23 EW
MM5-A V85 17h46m59.s24 {3453’23."3 0.d79989 724.6979 17.m18 1.m30 0.m14 EW




Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM5-A V89 17h47m50.s04 {3445’07."5 0.d51219 724.4861 17.m23 1.m37 0.m20 EW
MM5-A V90 17h47m08.s17 {3443’16."6 2.d39688 724.0291 17.m31 1.m76 0.m44 EA
MM5-A V91 17h47m25.s95 {3445’24."1 2.d26790 722.6368 17.m31 1.m27 1.m30 EA
MM5-A V92 17h46m50.s16 {3445’55."0 0.d33091 724.6747 17.m33 1.m49 0.m14 EW
MM5-A V94 17h46m54.s60 {3439’45."5 0.d42404 724.6509 17.m37 1.m24 0.m17 EW
MM5-A V95 17h46m50.s14 {3444’54."3 0.d26055 724.6891 17.m37 1.m93 0.m78 EW
MM5-A V96 17h47m28.s27 {3447’38."1 0.d64488 724.2067 17.m40 { 0.m15 EW
MM5-A V98 17h47m11.s68 {3449’41."5 0.d91813 723.5957 17.m41 1.m11 0.m21 EA
MM5-A V100 17h46m51.s43 {3452’16."2 0.d73323 724.1299 17.m45 1.m16 0.m30 EW
MM5-A V101 17h46m52.s80 {3448’27."6 0.d77947 724.7068 17.m45 1.m45 0.m43 EW
MM5-A V102 17h47m24.s04 {3447’25."5 0.d46899 724.1501 17.m46 1.m12 0.m12 EW
MM5-A V103 17h47m22.s32 {3440’48."6 0.d70590 724.9494 17.m45 1.m29 0.m33 EW
MM5-A V104 17h47m28.s89 {3444’21."6 2.d25213 721.1546 17.m46 1.m10 0.m81 EA
MM5-A V105 17h46m55.s28 {3448’02."7 0.d75467 724.0960 17.m47 1.m29 0.m46 EW
MM5-A V106 17h47m43.s58 {3451’10."9 0.d45616 724.6763 17.m49 1.m14 0.m29 EW
MM5-A V107 17h47m14.s83 {3440’09."2 1.d20040 724.2307 17.m50 1.m31 0.m73 EA
MM5-A V108 17h47m32.s48 {3442’10."5 0.d57745 724.2586 17.m51 1.m53 0.m13 EW
MM5-A V109 17h47m29.s18 {3443’27."2 0.d31096 724.7741 17.m52 1.m42 0.m13 EW
MM5-A V111 17h46m51.s98 {3446’37."3 0.d79779 724.0455 17.m58 1.m29 0.m78 EW
MM5-A V112 17h47m02.s99 {3448’58."4 0.d53881 724.5497 17.m58 1.m27 0.m18 EW
MM5-A V113 17h47m17.s75 {3451’44."8 3.d01871 723.4339 17.m60 1.m70 0.m25 E?
MM5-A V114 17h47m30.s77 {3442’31."7 0.d66026 724.5442 17.m61 1.m15 0.m41 EW
MM5-A V115 17h47m11.s06 {3439’36."0 0.d41814 724.2837 17.m61 1.m50 0.m36 EW
MM5-A V116 17h47m34.s79 {3444’30."0 0.d68131 724.7026 17.m62 1.m06 0.m24 EW
MM5-A V117 17h47m45.s30 {3448’28."7 0.d69989 724.1321 17.m62 1.m12 0.m64 EW
MM5-A V118 17h46m59.s45 {3450’27."6 0.d47660 724.4887 17.m63 0.m97 0.m33 EW
MM5-A V119 17h47m37.s97 {3438’31."0 0.d58942 724.7443 17.m63 1.m39 0.m23 EW
MM5-A V120 17h47m50.s63 {3451’24."8 0.d47464 724.6685 17.m65 0.m48 0.m23 EW
MM5-A V121 17h47m05.s45 {3444’52."1 0.d92884 724.4367 17.m66 1.m59 0.m23 EW
MM5-A V122 17h47m08.s36 {3447’21."2 1.d02604 723.8579 17.m69 0.m98 0.m35 EA
MM5-A V123 17h46m51.s30 {3452’43."8 0.d66113 724.4630 17.m70 1.m28 0.m46 EW
MM5-A V124 17h46m58.s32 {3448’15."4 0.d95621 724.7603 17.m73 1.m10 0.m39 EW
MM5-A V125 17h47m34.s75 {3440’24."3 0.d38960 724.3003 17.m74 1.m28 0.m35 EW
MM5-A V126 17h47m40.s82 {3451’54."4 0.d36536 724.6466 17.m75 1.m14 0.m13 EW
MM5-A V127 17h46m58.s25 {3448’36."8 0.d40431 724.7156 17.m76 1.m20 0.m20 EW
MM5-A V128 17h47m16.s01 {3447’07."3 0.d28797 724.8107 17.m77 1.m58 0.m25 EW
MM5-A V129 17h47m52.s44 {3450’51."6 0.d44297 724.5492 17.m79 1.m43 0.m17 EW
MM5-A V130 17h47m08.s21 {3451’22."7 2.d23579 723.8124 17.m82 1.m36 0.m16 E
MM5-A V131 17h47m14.s99 {3449’42."2 2.d03118 722.9234 17.m82 1.m27 1.m68 EA
MM5-A V132 17h47m34.s65 {3439’39."0 0.d92520 724.2873 17.m83 1.m39 0.m31 EW
MM5-A V133 17h47m42.s40 {3447’57."3 0.d35792 724.6176 17.m85 1.m44 0.m21 EW
MM5-A V134 17h46m49.s98 {3444’11."4 0.d57285 724.1139 17.m87 1.m20 0.m16 EW
MM5-A V135 17h47m48.s05 {3447’18."0 0.d41757 724.8380 17.m88 1.m42 0.m18 EW
MM5-A V136 17h47m23.s07 {3445’41."4 0.d32817 724.6296 17.m90 1.m32 0.m17 EW
6
Table 7
Eclipsing Variable Stars in the MM5-B eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM5-B V2 17h47m24.s90 {3504’07."7 0.d29988 724.5883 14.m84 1.m26 0.m81 EW
MM5-B V5 17h47m21.s08 {3500’50."5 0.d44528 724.8067 15.m03 1.m17 0.m31 EW
MM5-B V7 17h47m20.s66 {3458’35."3 16.d48713 698.1640 15.m20 1.m82 0.m22 EA
MM5-B V8 17h47m18.s99 {3453’44."8 0.d35998 724.8240 15.m27 1.m24 0.m06 EW
MM5-B V13 17h46m52.s82 {3454’13."7 0.d39692 724.4552 15.m56 1.m36 0.m43 EW
MM5-B V14 17h47m02.s16 {3500’38."3 1.d24016 723.1572 15.m58 1.m15 0.m77 EA
MM5-B V18 17h47m40.s23 {3500’36."3 1.d46017 723.3887 15.m62 1.m29 0.m09 EW?
MM5-B V19 17h47m58.s49 {3459’55."1 0.d41844 724.4678 15.m64 1.m20 0.m40 EW
MM5-B V23 17h47m25.s13 {3502’59."1 0.d35348 724.7418 15.m72 1.m25 0.m26 EW
MM5-B V24 17h47m25.s01 {3457’08."1 2.d89729 723.0245 15.m73 1.m68 0.m15 EB
MM5-B V25 17h47m29.s99 {3453’31."5 5.d68488 720.3766 15.m77 1.m84 0.m11 E?
MM5-B V27 17h46m54.s34 {3454’25."6 2.d94991 721.7427 15.m83 1.m90 0.m14 E?
MM5-B V29 17h46m58.s42 {3459’37."8 0.d68198 724.4019 15.m88 1.m27 0.m25 EW
MM5-B V30 17h47m59.s15 {3500’39."9 0.d47932 724.4572 15.m90 1.m05 0.m31 EW
MM5-B V32 17h47m16.s73 {3459’30."4 0.d43218 724.5550 15.m98 1.m20 0.m48 EW
MM5-B V35 17h48m00.s24 {3502’48."9 1.d05804 724.6484 16.m07 1.m17 0.m62 EA
MM5-B V36 17h47m44.s98 {3504’09."8 0.d46838 724.2508 16.m09 1.m47 0.m13 EW
MM5-B V38 17h47m21.s52 {3454’57."6 18.d21521 702.7534 16.m09 1.m79 0.m11 E
MM5-B V40 17h47m28.s62 {3451’03."5 2.d62068 723.9198 16.m12 1.m26 0.m53 EA
MM5-B V43 17h47m39.s55 {3459’41."2 1.d32034 724.5273 16.m20 1.m34 0.m21 EW
MM5-B V46 17h47m29.s01 {3503’38."9 1.d14805 723.5757 16.m27 1.m20 0.m31 EW
MM5-B V47 17h46m57.s26 {3458’05."7 0.d40516 724.5958 16.m27 1.m46 0.m49 EW
MM5-B V49 17h47m32.s16 {3458’21."3 0.d47438 724.3816 16.m29 1.m22 0.m30 EW
MM5-B V51 17h47m17.s06 {3457’19."2 10.d72496 717.0708 16.m29 1.m86 0.m21 EB
MM5-B V53 17h47m41.s54 {3454’12."8 2.d78576 723.7899 16.m33 1.m17 0.m42 EA
MM5-B V55 17h46m54.s69 {3456’54."4 2.d04634 724.0278 16.m40 1.m38 0.m21 EA
MM5-B V56 17h47m19.s41 {3455’58."3 0.d40476 724.7507 16.m40 1.m74 0.m06 EW?
MM5-B V58 17h47m22.s71 {3500’53."9 2.d95279 721.5354 16.m53 { 1.m13 E?
MM5-B V61 17h47m12.s61 {3504’22."1 0.d36562 724.3590 16.m56 1.m39 0.m32 EW
MM5-B V62 17h47m59.s04 {3459’44."5 0.d23997 724.8702 16.m55 1.m80 0.m19 EW
MM5-B V65 17h47m21.s14 {3503’22."1 1.d22251 722.7736 16.m61 1.m34 0.m25 E
MM5-B V66 17h47m13.s82 {3455’22."2 1.d08398 724.0217 16.m61 1.m28 0.m62 EW
MM5-B V67 17h47m43.s81 {3504’33."3 0.d86924 724.7262 16.m62 1.m27 0.m05 EW?
MM5-B V68 17h47m59.s67 {3503’20."7 0.d80477 723.7079 16.m62 1.m31 0.m25 EW
MM5-B V70 17h46m56.s25 {3453’35."6 0.d38161 724.3290 16.m72 1.m47 0.m09 EW
MM5-B V71 17h47m12.s50 {3502’05."9 0.d81593 724.1803 16.m72 1.m38 0.m25 EW
MM5-B V72 17h46m51.s86 {3454’44."5 1.d06437 723.8865 16.m77 1.m64 0.m13 EW
MM5-B V73 17h47m09.s35 {3456’04."5 0.d44755 724.5736 16.m78 1.m11 0.m41 EW
MM5-B V74 17h47m00.s57 {3504’20."3 1.d21003 723.6645 16.m82 1.m18 0.m28 EA
MM5-B V76 17h47m12.s22 {3503’48."3 0.d78891 723.4959 16.m85 1.m18 0.m07 EW
MM5-B V78 17h47m01.s56 {3459’42."3 6.d30066 718.3887 16.m85 1.m43 0.m26 EB
MM5-B V80 17h47m43.s14 {3457’11."4 0.d64881 724.5300 16.m88 1.m10 0.m29 EW
MM5-B V82 17h46m54.s00 {3455’05."3 0.d69681 724.4803 16.m94 1.m53 0.m09 EW
MM5-B V84 17h47m03.s58 {3454’35."6 1.d01128 723.9804 16.m95 1.m29 0.m15 EW
MM5-B V85 17h47m27.s58 {3504’02."3 0.d86152 724.0722 16.m96 { 0.m61 EW
MM5-B V86 17h47m45.s18 {3500’24."4 0.d76895 724.0095 16.m96 { 0.m32 EW
MM5-B V88 17h47m23.s77 {3500’40."6 0.d52485 724.7528 17.m00 1.m23 0.m11 EW
MM5-B V89 17h46m53.s57 {3458’07."8 1.d16577 723.8278 17.m05 1.m55 0.m31 E




Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM5-B V92 17h47m46.s65 {3455’22."4 0.d49450 724.5671 17.m12 1.m24 0.m25 EW
MM5-B V93 17h46m57.s06 {3500’50."3 0.d97253 724.0992 17.m13 1.m46 0.m27 EW
MM5-B V94 17h47m40.s85 {3455’40."2 0.d61598 724.0642 17.m14 1.m16 0.m25 EW
MM5-B V95 17h46m53.s25 {3459’09."0 0.d62983 724.3291 17.m17 { 0.m21 EW?
MM5-B V96 17h47m31.s56 {3502’55."5 0.d80081 724.5985 17.m16 1.m23 0.m29 EW
MM5-B V98 17h47m47.s55 {3500’27."6 0.d70152 724.4071 17.m17 1.m21 0.m50 EW
MM5-B V99 17h47m57.s41 {3456’36."3 0.d83393 724.3358 17.m16 1.m29 0.m22 EW
MM5-B V100 17h47m21.s65 {3458’12."8 0.d47383 724.5046 17.m18 1.m34 0.m14 EW
MM5-B V101 17h47m28.s13 {3453’11."7 0.d97690 724.8422 17.m21 1.m12 0.m45 EW
MM5-B V102 17h47m44.s64 {3453’34."1 0.d52363 724.3212 17.m25 1.m09 0.m17 EW
MM5-B V103 17h47m10.s47 {3456’38."5 0.d38793 724.3367 17.m25 1.m39 0.m82 EW
MM5-B V104 17h47m48.s88 {3500’11."4 0.d72277 724.2170 17.m32 1.m09 0.m24 EW
MM5-B V105 17h47m32.s31 {3458’38."4 0.d66711 723.9798 17.m33 1.m09 0.m46 EW
MM5-B V106 17h47m36.s45 {3500’20."3 0.d71976 724.3679 17.m37 1.m21 0.m53 EW
MM5-B V107 17h46m54.s68 {3456’58."4 0.d82546 724.3304 17.m38 1.m08 0.m24 EW
MM5-B V108 17h47m18.s68 {3500’33."5 0.d64508 724.2042 17.m37 1.m32 0.m15 EW
MM5-B V109 17h47m29.s74 {3500’59."4 0.d72565 724.7175 17.m37 1.m23 0.m11 EW
MM5-B V110 17h47m34.s69 {3457’43."5 1.d57238 724.2865 17.m39 1.m08 0.m85 EA
MM5-B V112 17h47m31.s39 {3457’41."9 1.d11288 723.4098 17.m40 1.m02 0.m09 EW?
MM5-B V113 17h47m21.s54 {3503’42."9 0.d54689 724.4466 17.m41 { 0.m50 EW
MM5-B V114 17h47m18.s17 {3455’14."2 0.d61771 724.5528 17.m40 1.m32 0.m23 EW
MM5-B V115 17h46m48.s73 {3456’45."4 0.d68372 724.4950 17.m41 1.m66 0.m22 EW
MM5-B V116 17h47m23.s38 {3456’59."2 0.d64047 723.8310 17.m41 1.m26 0.m27 EW
MM5-B V117 17h47m37.s48 {3502’35."1 0.d84057 724.3688 17.m41 1.m25 0.m20 EW
MM5-B V118 17h47m48.s92 {3455’17."6 0.d47168 724.8736 17.m43 1.m09 0.m23 EW?
MM5-B V119 17h46m55.s05 {3454’58."9 0.d73062 724.5369 17.m43 1.m38 0.m28 EW
MM5-B V120 17h47m44.s92 {3455’11."8 0.d56671 724.8210 17.m44 0.m92 0.m13 EW
MM5-B V121 17h48m01.s92 {3503’14."4 4.d43056 719.4255 17.m44 1.m42 0.m20 E?
MM5-B V122 17h47m33.s06 {3455’13."9 0.d29713 724.9244 17.m51 1.m37 0.m17 EW
MM5-B V123 17h47m39.s95 {3504’06."9 1.d20821 724.1813 17.m53 1.m43 0.m25 E
MM5-B V124 17h47m11.s93 {3504’54."9 0.d63652 724.3738 17.m56 1.m38 0.m29 EW
MM5-B V126 17h47m46.s51 {3454’25."2 2.d22228 723.2777 17.m57 { 0.m73 EA
MM5-B V127 17h47m09.s01 {3502’44."7 0.d58799 724.5471 17.m58 1.m24 0.m35 EW
MM5-B V128 17h47m31.s21 {3456’28."0 1.d86078 723.4471 17.m59 1.m32 0.m65 E?
MM5-B V129 17h47m05.s03 {3502’05."8 0.d46833 724.7065 17.m63 1.m40 0.m24 EW
MM5-B V130 17h47m07.s23 {3457’57."7 0.d48705 724.4294 17.m63 1.m39 0.m12 EW
MM5-B V131 17h47m29.s39 {3500’16."8 0.d37589 724.4836 17.m64 1.m35 0.m20 EW?
MM5-B V132 17h47m30.s36 {3453’52."2 0.d43607 724.4523 17.m67 1.m02 0.m29 EW
MM5-B V133 17h47m07.s55 {3501’35."0 0.d88345 724.4060 17.m67 1.m33 0.m67 EW
MM5-B V134 17h46m52.s62 {3502’23."2 0.d47587 724.6891 17.m71 1.m43 0.m23 EW
MM5-B V135 17h47m41.s12 {3458’53."0 0.d48595 724.4737 17.m71 1.m29 0.m55 EW
MM5-B V136 17h47m50.s97 {3503’04."7 0.d72558 724.7790 17.m72 1.m32 0.m57 EW
MM5-B V137 17h47m35.s06 {3503’56."3 0.d69526 724.1383 17.m77 { 0.m30 EW
MM5-B V138 17h47m26.s76 {3504’04."8 0.d46339 724.6131 17.m78 1.m35 0.m21 EW
MM5-B V139 17h47m48.s19 {3458’51."0 0.d53527 724.5961 17.m79 1.m26 0.m29 EW
MM5-B V140 17h46m47.s09 {3452’26."3 0.d44377 724.2677 17.m80 1.m58 0.m25 EW
MM5-B V142 17h47m57.s76 {3502’57."3 0.d45561 724.5680 17.m82 1.m38 0.m19 EW
MM5-B V143 17h47m46.s52 {3503’40."4 1.d60377 724.9019 17.m87 { 0.m34 EB
MM5-B V144 17h47m12.s80 {3504’47."3 1.d06462 723.7883 17.m92 1.m44 0.m62 EA
8
Table 8
Eclipsing Variable Stars in the MM7-A eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM7-A V6 18h10m48.s74 {2601’20."8 0.d40395 724.6136 15.m04 1.m37 0.m18 EW
MM7-A V9 18h11m14.s23 {2551’54."3 1.d06942 723.2370 15.m26 1.m18 0.m12 EW
MM7-A V10 18h11m05.s56 {2557’46."8 1.d88386 722.8874 15.m26 1.m23 0.m73 EA
MM7-A V12 18h10m22.s38 {2555’29."4 1.d13987 724.7339 15.m41 1.m14 0.m10 EW
MM7-A V13 18h10m48.s04 {2553’08."8 0.d33346 724.7063 15.m41 1.m14 0.m41 EW
MM7-A V14 18h10m56.s61 {2549’11."8 0.d61198 724.4766 15.m41 1.m49 0.m41 EW
MM7-A V15 18h10m53.s22 {2552’33."9 0.d93585 724.0203 15.m46 1.m11 0.m44 EW
MM7-A V17 18h11m04.s95 {2558’06."2 0.d30078 724.7390 15.m49 1.m29 0.m07 EW
MM7-A V19 18h11m20.s67 {2554’43."2 1.d04013 724.6440 15.m49 1.m27 0.m07 EW?
MM7-A V22 18h10m46.s76 {2548’02."4 1.d26312 723.7097 15.m56 1.m42 0.m38 EW
MM7-A V23 18h11m09.s96 {2556’30."1 0.d92648 724.4601 15.m56 1.m34 0.m17 EW
MM7-A V27 18h10m47.s98 {2555’48."9 2.d43450 720.5604 15.m66 1.m11 0.m34 EA
MM7-A V29 18h11m17.s65 {2557’52."7 1.d11265 724.3062 15.m71 0.m99 0.m21 EW
MM7-A V31 18h10m42.s74 {2553’29."3 2.d66960 722.7505 15.m75 1.m08 0.m25 EA
MM7-A V33 18h11m10.s96 {2559’44."1 2.d58915 723.8331 15.m75 1.m43 0.m08 E
MM7-A V35 18h11m18.s15 {2559’32."6 0.d76066 724.6488 15.m75 1.m49 0.m56 EW
MM7-A V38 18h10m33.s28 {2558’35."5 0.d37665 724.6038 15.m90 1.m22 0.m07 EW
MM7-A V40 18h10m20.s67 {2551’15."6 0.d51042 724.4748 15.m90 1.m34 0.m51 EA
MM7-A V41 18h10m57.s88 {2559’16."8 4.d71889 721.3484 15.m91 1.m84 0.m14 EB
MM7-A V42 18h11m21.s22 {2552’46."0 1.d47148 722.9337 15.m94 1.m46 0.m15 EB
MM7-A V43 18h11m19.s43 {2549’39."7 1.d00833 724.7382 15.m97 1.m36 0.m17 EW
MM7-A V48 18h10m52.s93 {2555’18."8 0.d84653 724.1996 16.m06 1.m28 0.m43 EW
MM7-A V52 18h10m33.s99 {2547’36."5 0.d41504 724.4170 16.m18 1.m38 0.m15 EW
MM7-A V53 18h11m14.s17 {2558’25."2 1.d14085 723.4027 16.m19 1.m47 0.m11 EW
MM7-A V61 18h10m20.s31 {2553’45."5 8.d32146 715.0880 16.m30 1.m64 1.m30 EA
MM7-A V62 18h11m18.s63 {2547’28."8 0.d69413 724.1025 16.m35 1.m30 0.m26 EW
MM7-A V63 18h11m21.s91 {2549’54."1 1.d23127 723.0238 16.m38 { 0.m50 EA
MM7-A V67 18h10m26.s46 {2550’15."5 0.d79265 724.3394 16.m52 1.m38 0.m24 EW
MM7-A V68 18h11m16.s45 {2554’49."8 1.d18356 723.2629 16.m54 1.m25 0.m28 EW
MM7-A V70 18h11m01.s89 {2552’20."3 1.d01225 723.8104 16.m56 1.m13 0.m21 EW
MM7-A V72 18h11m09.s10 {2558’33."5 0.d39474 724.7418 16.m58 1.m34 0.m83 EW
MM7-A V74 18h10m43.s11 {2559’43."3 1.d89914 721.7244 16.m67 1.m23 0.m37 EA
MM7-A V77 18h10m33.s54 {2548’59."1 0.d85478 724.6509 16.m73 1.m31 0.m54 EW
MM7-A V78 18h10m57.s46 {2548’15."5 0.d58759 723.9814 16.m76 1.m28 0.m31 EW
MM7-A V80 18h10m48.s40 {2547’39."0 0.d79671 723.7361 16.m79 1.m38 0.m10 EW
MM7-A V81 18h10m27.s92 {2555’37."6 3.d98633 721.3543 16.m81 1.m32 0.m55 EA
MM7-A V82 18h10m46.s66 {2600’04."7 2.d79378 722.3961 16.m81 1.m55 0.m23 EA
MM7-A V83 18h10m33.s14 {2556’14."3 0.d56322 724.8517 16.m82 1.m27 0.m16 EW
MM7-A V84 18h10m45.s81 {2559’09."7 0.d75862 724.1240 16.m83 1.m35 0.m76 EW
MM7-A V85 18h10m49.s00 {2555’10."3 0.d32217 724.7958 16.m85 1.m22 0.m45 EW
MM7-A V86 18h11m04.s67 {2558’23."4 1.d09088 723.4542 16.m84 1.m25 0.m26 EA?
MM7-A V87 18h10m33.s80 {2550’34."5 7.d01261 718.3459 16.m86 1.m70 0.m61 EB
MM7-A V89 18h11m07.s20 {2549’58."3 3.d58440 723.9556 16.m85 1.m82 0.m45 EA
MM7-A V90 18h10m38.s51 {2600’05."7 0.d79825 724.0535 16.m89 1.m24 0.m17 EW
MM7-A V95 18h11m21.s93 {2601’04."5 0.d51680 724.2409 16.m92 { 0.m23 EW
MM7-A V96 18h10m35.s56 {2556’38."3 0.d52043 724.7555 16.m92 1.m26 0.m33 EW
MM7-A V97 18h10m39.s08 {2552’04."8 1.d20150 724.2978 16.m95 1.m15 0.m51 EA
MM7-A V98 18h11m05.s07 {2601’15."6 0.d66070 724.2270 16.m95 { 0.m18 EW
MM7-A V99 18h11m09.s22 {2554’04."3 0.d64889 724.2800 16.m98 1.m36 0.m35 EW
MM7-A V101 18h10m22.s23 {2547’31."2 10.d93898 715.1686 17.m03 2.m14 0.m29 E
MM7-A V102 18h10m42.s03 {2550’13."4 0.d38460 724.6679 17.m04 1.m37 0.m07 EW?




Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM7-A V105 18h11m16.s01 {2559’48."0 0.d55982 724.9456 17.m05 1.m44 0.m12 EW
MM7-A V106 18h10m55.s29 {2549’56."3 0.d88103 723.9512 17.m06 1.m40 0.m54 EW
MM7-A V107 18h10m35.s56 {2600’47."1 0.d41950 724.8322 17.m08 1.m55 0.m11 EW
MM7-A V108 18h10m50.s42 {2553’07."7 0.d55069 724.6001 17.m08 1.m37 0.m48 EW
MM7-A V110 18h10m37.s43 {2552’51."3 1.d21045 723.4194 17.m09 1.m30 0.m55 EA
MM7-A V111 18h11m17.s21 {2547’46."1 1.d15640 723.7136 17.m09 1.m40 0.m48 EA
MM7-A V112 18h11m16.s86 {2555’18."5 3.d86199 719.2107 17.m12 1.m88 0.m14 E
MM7-A V113 18h10m55.s99 {2556’21."5 0.d55524 724.4544 17.m14 1.m33 0.m26 EW
MM7-A V117 18h11m17.s55 {2555’01."4 2.d69280 722.8660 17.m20 1.m34 0.m26 EB
MM7-A V118 18h10m32.s59 {2601’06."5 2.d71922 722.4570 17.m20 1.m98 0.m89 EA
MM7-A V120 18h11m01.s28 {2601’04."5 0.d72150 724.2265 17.m23 1.m31 0.m24 EW
MM7-A V121 18h11m14.s75 {2554’16."4 0.d40782 724.3731 17.m24 1.m45 0.m27 EW
MM7-A V122 18h11m20.s31 {2548’12."5 0.d80448 724.3377 17.m24 1.m33 0.m58 EA
MM7-A V123 18h10m36.s99 {2552’57."3 0.d84042 723.9662 17.m26 1.m29 0.m65 EA
MM7-A V124 18h10m24.s96 {2555’33."3 0.d61172 724.5199 17.m28 1.m16 0.m12 EW
MM7-A V125 18h10m38.s82 {2600’28."0 1.d54803 723.2586 17.m27 1.m43 0.m82 EA
MM7-A V126 18h11m04.s38 {2553’20."0 0.d39141 724.5958 17.m28 1.m74 0.m14 EW
MM7-A V128 18h10m33.s49 {2556’38."8 0.d80571 723.8482 17.m32 1.m12 0.m23 EW
MM7-A V129 18h10m39.s24 {2548’41."7 0.d68006 724.4298 17.m30 2.m01 0.m47 EW
MM7-A V130 18h10m46.s18 {2554’51."7 1.d11112 723.8241 17.m35 1.m16 0.m61 E
MM7-A V131 18h11m05.s49 {2556’01."2 1.d15122 723.7927 17.m35 1.m65 0.m55 EA
MM7-A V132 18h11m15.s52 {2558’44."2 0.d53839 724.4753 17.m36 1.m54 0.m17 EW
MM7-A V134 18h10m59.s80 {2551’19."8 0.d35955 724.6220 17.m38 1.m50 0.m38 EW
MM7-A V135 18h11m02.s08 {2556’00."1 0.d47483 724.2278 17.m40 1.m52 0.m55 EW
MM7-A V136 18h10m50.s52 {2550’44."0 1.d11439 723.7462 17.m41 1.m24 0.m23 EW
MM7-A V137 18h10m38.s59 {2558’36."3 0.d40560 724.4487 17.m45 1.m22 0.m11 EW
MM7-A V138 18h11m09.s89 {2555’40."6 0.d28840 724.4660 17.m44 1.m56 0.m11 EW
MM7-A V139 18h10m25.s96 {2558’56."1 0.d41340 724.5840 17.m45 1.m48 0.m10 EW
MM7-A V140 18h10m31.s52 {2600’37."5 0.d46981 724.5772 17.m47 1.m37 0.m28 EW
MM7-A V141 18h11m02.s01 {2552’35."9 0.d32548 724.7828 17.m47 1.m42 0.m22 EW
MM7-A V142 18h10m48.s60 {2601’06."6 0.d38547 724.3097 17.m47 2.m24 0.m08 EW
MM7-A V143 18h10m49.s54 {2548’19."4 0.d58286 724.2036 17.m48 1.m39 0.m87 EW
MM7-A V144 18h10m27.s74 {2600’05."8 2.d53721 721.9682 17.m48 1.m99 0.m81 EB
MM7-A V145 18h10m45.s34 {2600’05."8 0.d49294 724.5010 17.m51 { 0.m18 EW
MM7-A V147 18h11m08.s53 {2552’25."2 0.d58362 724.4247 17.m52 1.m38 0.m78 EW
MM7-A V148 18h11m22.s11 {2553’51."0 0.d47078 724.2395 17.m52 1.m77 0.m43 EW
MM7-A V150 18h10m50.s79 {2555’06."4 0.d42759 724.4940 17.m56 1.m48 0.m38 EW
MM7-A V151 18h10m24.s33 {2600’26."6 0.d44998 724.5758 17.m59 1.m38 0.m23 EW
MM7-A V152 18h10m24.s28 {2557’43."9 2.d87338 722.7412 17.m61 1.m27 0.m94 EA
MM7-A V153 18h10m35.s59 {2554’01."8 0.d39369 724.5034 17.m61 1.m39 0.m50 EW
MM7-A V154 18h11m17.s20 {2547’10."5 0.d34065 724.6692 17.m64 1.m48 0.m24 EW
MM7-A V156 18h11m00.s77 {2554’23."3 0.d57810 724.7229 17.m66 1.m43 0.m53 EW
MM7-A V157 18h10m57.s09 {2557’23."6 0.d52643 724.7820 17.m67 1.m38 0.m37 EW
MM7-A V158 18h11m06.s94 {2556’43."0 0.d35678 724.7144 17.m70 1.m46 0.m29 EW
MM7-A V162 18h10m25.s10 {2600’47."0 0.d47008 724.8549 17.m72 1.m34 0.m15 EW
MM7-A V163 18h10m38.s33 {2559’36."1 0.d43320 724.4074 17.m72 1.m55 0.m13 EW
MM7-A V164 18h10m49.s80 {2553’02."7 0.d43336 724.4418 17.m74 1.m59 0.m21 EW
MM7-A V165 18h11m06.s85 {2553’27."3 0.d41343 724.6866 17.m75 1.m50 0.m16 EW
MM7-A V166 18h10m45.s72 {2556’30."5 0.d50837 724.7079 17.m77 1.m55 0.m21 EW




Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM7-A V168 18h10m31.s74 {2549’02."2 0.d43439 724.7797 17.m79 1.m40 0.m22 EW
MM7-A V169 18h10m44.s75 {2601’09."2 0.d45565 724.7095 17.m79 1.m35 0.m47 EW
MM7-A V170 18h10m58.s05 {2551’28."8 0.d50447 724.5688 17.m79 1.m51 0.m41 EW
MM7-A V171 18h11m04.s53 {2601’23."2 0.d41813 724.5779 17.m81 { 0.m14 EW
MM7-A V172 18h10m30.s41 {2555’54."3 0.d50154 724.5558 17.m81 1.m36 0.m13 EW
MM7-A V173 18h10m41.s74 {2557’57."4 1.d03263 724.0017 17.m82 1.m64 0.m28 EW
MM7-A V174 18h10m30.s43 {2549’34."9 0.d72026 724.4051 17.m83 1.m46 0.m18 EW
MM7-A V176 18h11m05.s46 {2556’03."6 1.d80906 723.4594 17.m83 1.m71 0.m37 EB
MM7-A V177 18h11m06.s31 {2547’23."3 0.d45472 724.6682 17.m83 1.m39 0.m19 EW
MM7-A V179 18h10m30.s82 {2555’21."3 0.d53176 724.5831 17.m88 1.m28 0.m33 EW
MM7-A V180 18h10m31.s68 {2550’06."2 0.d32457 724.5142 17.m88 1.m74 0.m18 EW
MM7-A V181 18h10m21.s80 {2557’04."0 0.d53297 724.5765 17.m90 1.m26 0.m24 EW
MM7-A V182 18h11m07.s44 {2549’30."7 7.d33654 712.2558 17.m92 1.m92 0.m42 EA
Table 9
Eclipsing Variable Stars in the MM7-B eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM7-B V3 18h12m00.s63 {2601’39."5 0.d72510 724.0914 15.m01 1.m10 0.m31 EW
MM7-B V9 18h11m47.s97 {2553’01."6 0.d88827 724.3877 15.m52 1.m20 0.m07 EW
MM7-B V11 18h11m45.s48 {2552’28."6 0.d61894 724.1685 15.m57 1.m21 0.m06 EW
MM7-B V16 18h11m59.s32 {2550’11."1 0.d47781 724.5812 15.m70 1.m15 0.m05 EW
MM7-B V18 18h11m58.s07 {2556’56."4 0.d34351 724.5979 15.m77 1.m22 0.m17 EW
MM7-B V19 18h11m18.s06 {2602’04."2 0.d53559 724.2816 15.m82 1.m08 0.m16 EW
MM7-B V21 18h11m21.s15 {2557’33."6 0.d36646 724.5116 15.m83 1.m44 0.m06 EW
MM7-B V22 18h11m51.s91 {2548’47."4 1.d10602 723.3658 15.m85 1.m23 0.m16 EW
MM7-B V23 18h12m09.s41 {2559’48."4 0.d48814 724.4701 15.m85 1.m83 0.m06 EW
MM7-B V26 18h11m39.s53 {2549’51."6 3.d65016 724.2146 16.m05 1.m34 0.m23 EA
MM7-B V29 18h11m33.s91 {2600’22."7 0.d43627 724.5642 16.m18 1.m29 0.m42 EW
MM7-B V30 18h11m51.s84 {2548’35."4 1.d23782 723.1543 16.m25 1.m54 0.m27 EW
MM7-B V31 18h11m54.s03 {2549’22."8 0.d89812 724.7739 16.m31 1.m32 0.m20 EW
MM7-B V33 18h12m05.s64 {2554’19."9 7.d20936 719.1769 16.m42 1.m51 0.m22 EA
MM7-B V34 18h11m29.s43 {2551’20."4 0.d39525 724.6636 16.m48 1.m32 0.m14 EW
MM7-B V35 18h11m49.s62 {2553’56."0 0.d65479 724.2815 16.m48 1.m36 0.m21 EW
MM7-B V37 18h12m06.s08 {2555’42."9 0.d92515 724.2222 16.m52 1.m30 0.m31 EW
MM7-B V38 18h11m21.s01 {2601’58."9 0.d59927 724.2154 16.m53 1.m35 0.m24 EW
MM7-B V39 18h11m44.s30 {2549’47."5 0.d36730 724.5334 16.m54 1.m54 0.m28 EW
MM7-B V40 18h11m56.s87 {2549’34."8 0.d61426 724.5792 16.m54 1.m34 0.m09 EW
MM7-B V41 18h11m40.s32 {2554’41."0 0.d45442 724.6831 16.m56 1.m13 0.m39 EW
MM7-B V43 18h11m38.s08 {2548’15."1 0.d95740 724.4780 16.m58 1.m67 0.m13 EW
MM7-B V44 18h11m09.s95 {2602’38."4 0.d78855 724.1420 16.m60 1.m46 0.m14 EW
MM7-B V46 18h12m08.s68 {2555’29."5 1.d03670 723.9919 16.m61 1.m46 0.m25 EW
MM7-B V47 18h11m57.s91 {2552’18."0 0.d48284 724.5970 16.m63 1.m51 0.m09 EW
MM7-B V49 18h11m58.s49 {2559’26."7 3.d91179 722.1532 16.m70 1.m73 1.m35 EA
MM7-B V50 18h11m26.s32 {2602’05."0 0.d65281 724.5173 16.m77 1.m30 0.m48 EW
MM7-B V51 18h11m47.s64 {2557’23."0 0.d61383 724.8970 16.m77 1.m54 0.m28 EW
MM7-B V53 18h12m09.s20 {2555’13."4 0.d78717 724.5160 16.m79 1.m44 0.m29 EW
MM7-B V54 18h11m44.s57 {2549’04."5 0.d33608 724.9074 16.m79 1.m83 0.m10 EW




Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM7-B V56 18h11m28.s31 {2549’30."4 0.d88241 724.4533 16.m85 1.m53 0.m20 EW
MM7-B V58 18h11m56.s52 {2559’01."3 1.d00021 723.4409 16.m92 1.m60 0.m30 E
MM7-B V59 18h12m06.s10 {2556’06."9 0.d38182 724.4553 16.m92 1.m60 0.m44 EW
MM7-B V60 18h12m05.s87 {2553’07."5 4.d33096 722.6181 16.m94 1.m75 0.m55 EA
MM7-B V61 18h11m46.s18 {2600’56."1 1.d77651 724.3151 16.m98 1.m46 0.m19 E
MM7-B V62 18h11m30.s20 {2549’18."8 0.d47980 724.7686 16.m99 1.m61 0.m23 EW
MM7-B V64 18h11m21.s97 {2558’10."2 0.d33509 724.6686 17.m03 1.m62 0.m23 EW
MM7-B V65 18h12m11.s16 {2556’34."4 1.d84883 723.5692 17.m04 1.m44 0.m28 EA
MM7-B V67 18h11m55.s02 {2600’39."2 0.d85260 724.1550 17.m11 1.m58 0.m45 EW
MM7-B V68 18h11m51.s39 {2559’54."9 0.d36651 724.7468 17.m13 1.m46 0.m35 EW
MM7-B V69 18h11m26.s04 {2552’22."3 0.d68224 724.4570 17.m16 1.m60 0.m50 EW
MM7-B V70 18h11m14.s92 {2554’28."7 3.d45237 724.5144 17.m22 1.m58 0.m31 EW
MM7-B V71 18h11m26.s36 {2551’59."2 1.d57883 724.1099 17.m23 2.m02 0.m28 EB
MM7-B V73 18h11m43.s97 {2548’47."8 1.d58560 724.3465 17.m25 1.m35 0.m67 EA
MM7-B V74 18h11m32.s32 {2548’42."8 0.d33593 724.7035 17.m28 { 0.m49 EW
MM7-B V75 18h11m35.s29 {2554’48."3 0.d57853 724.3277 17.m28 1.m53 0.m25 EW
MM7-B V77 18h11m30.s47 {2601’40."5 0.d58195 724.2292 17.m28 1.m81 0.m20 EW
MM7-B V78 18h11m33.s40 {2600’49."3 0.d59946 724.2454 17.m30 1.m75 0.m39 EW
MM7-B V80 18h11m56.s54 {2557’20."7 0.d39573 724.7007 17.m35 1.m68 0.m46 EW
MM7-B V81 18h11m23.s80 {2557’21."1 0.d55126 724.8363 17.m40 1.m75 0.m39 EW
MM7-B V82 18h11m27.s47 {2557’06."1 1.d31167 723.6379 17.m44 1.m49 0.m53 EA
MM7-B V83 18h11m25.s68 {2549’50."1 0.d60971 724.7806 17.m44 1.m45 0.m29 EW
MM7-B V84 18h11m48.s95 {2549’56."2 3.d82192 720.1529 17.m45 { 0.m33 EA
MM7-B V85 18h12m00.s41 {2552’48."6 0.d53331 724.4323 17.m45 1.m61 0.m16 EW
MM7-B V86 18h11m30.s28 {2550’35."7 0.d37009 724.4915 17.m46 1.m64 0.m23 EW
MM7-B V88 18h12m03.s70 {2550’16."8 0.d73345 724.3383 17.m49 1.m62 0.m23 EW
MM7-B V89 18h12m03.s44 {2551’49."0 0.d36139 724.6625 17.m50 1.m60 0.m26 EW
MM7-B V90 18h11m45.s93 {2554’34."5 0.d93503 724.2733 17.m51 1.m70 1.m40 EA
MM7-B V91 18h12m08.s15 {2555’39."4 0.d49439 724.5582 17.m54 1.m75 0.m47 EW?
MM7-B V92 18h11m45.s92 {2556’31."9 0.d39997 724.5521 17.m55 2.m17 0.m13 EW?
MM7-B V93 18h11m23.s58 {2551’32."0 0.d37193 724.7822 17.m58 1.m61 0.m24 EW
MM7-B V94 18h11m29.s47 {2558’11."7 0.d45298 724.3454 17.m59 1.m79 0.m56 EW
MM7-B V96 18h11m26.s14 {2557’00."1 0.d37831 724.7478 17.m64 1.m69 0.m19 EW
MM7-B V97 18h11m09.s65 {2601’29."9 0.d33957 724.9687 17.m65 1.m47 0.m35 EW
MM7-B V98 18h11m28.s95 {2600’38."3 1.d38187 723.1933 17.m66 1.m52 0.m76 EA
MM7-B V99 18h11m41.s63 {2555’51."7 0.d50573 724.6054 17.m66 1.m68 0.m44 EW
MM7-B V100 18h11m20.s96 {2601’41."5 0.d48877 724.8171 17.m67 1.m68 0.m33 EW
MM7-B V101 18h12m02.s20 {2600’31."4 1.d20532 724.9156 17.m67 1.m87 0.m53 EA
MM7-B V103 18h11m29.s84 {2548’43."0 0.d34273 724.8174 17.m70 1.m80 0.m29 EW
MM7-B V104 18h11m26.s09 {2552’58."5 0.d38551 724.7253 17.m71 1.m82 0.m16 EW
MM7-B V105 18h11m12.s51 {2602’45."5 0.d38267 724.5187 17.m75 { 0.m26 EW
MM7-B V106 18h11m30.s38 {2558’18."8 1.d18611 723.7498 17.m74 1.m52 1.m17 EA
MM7-B V107 18h11m53.s54 {2553’07."1 1.d47509 723.8683 17.m77 1.m59 0.m72 EA
MM7-B V108 18h12m05.s74 {2549’35."1 0.d83190 723.9793 17.m76 2.m03 0.m27 EW
MM7-B V109 18h11m29.s63 {2552’44."3 0.d62422 724.1470 17.m83 1.m60 0.m47 EW
MM7-B V111 18h12m01.s39 {2551’07."6 0.d43970 724.5676 17.m86 1.m96 0.m18 EW
MM7-B V112 18h12m06.s58 {2553’55."4 0.d53901 724.7383 17.m88 1.m47 0.m40 EW
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Table 10
Miscellaneous Variable Stars in the MM5-A eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM5-A V1 17h47m57.s55 {3447’34."6 15.d34369 720.1868 14.m48 { 0.m20 MISC
MM5-A V2 17h47m26.s43 {3446’08."4 19.d31698 710.9421 14.m64 2.m13 0.m10 MISC
MM5-A V4 17h47m45.s72 {3439’43."9 16.d80174 715.5693 14.m92 2.m10 0.m09 MISC
MM5-A V5 17h47m19.s74 {3451’42."0 58.d24145 692.6656 15.m02 1.m88 0.m11 MISC?
MM5-A V8 17h46m57.s47 {3443’26."1 35.d31804 682.4152 15.m19 2.m10 0.m06 MISC
MM5-A V10 17h47m19.s51 {3442’39."9 8.d77242 714.8031 15.m29 1.m92 0.m11 MISC Ell
MM5-A V11 17h47m27.s34 {3440’44."9 43.d97888 669.7544 15.m29 1.m97 0.m10 MISC
MM5-A V12 17h46m54.s45 {3451’10."4 18.d77799 699.3111 15.m34 1.m98 0.m07 MISC
MM5-A V16 17h47m20.s31 {3446’34."9 35.d47142 689.2806 15.m50 1.m81 0.m07 MISC
MM5-A V17 17h46m51.s07 {3444’03."1 61.d04553 636.5217 15.m52 2.m27 0.m07 MISC
MM5-A V25 17h47m17.s99 {3449’20."6 79.d74705 715.3310 15.m71 1.m87 0.m08 MISC?
MM5-A V26 17h46m51.s46 {3444’11."0 1.d25830 723.4240 15.m79 1.m49 0.m05 MISC Ell
MM5-A V28 17h47m29.s05 {3441’38."9 3.d91319 720.9544 15.m92 1.m81 0.m09 MISC Ell
MM5-A V29 17h47m14.s63 {3449’38."7 57.d32960 681.3623 15.m95 1.m84 0.m07 MISC
MM5-A V31 17h47m50.s86 {3442’50."1 53.d21159 665.1449 15.m98 1.m99 0.m07 MISC
MM5-A V34 17h46m55.s09 {3448’37."1 43.d31103 671.8407 16.m04 1.m98 0.m12 MISC
MM5-A V35 17h47m14.s27 {3448’59."3 88.d35642 632.2785 16.m06 2.m12 0.m05 MISC
MM5-A V36 17h47m24.s77 {3447’50."8 26.d21586 697.4730 16.m07 1.m95 0.m10 MISC
MM5-A V38 17h46m49.s15 {3446’52."1 6.d67956 720.5642 16.m10 1.m98 0.m06 MISC Ell
MM5-A V40 17h47m34.s88 {3449’28."5 43.d25671 686.0514 16.m13 1.m77 0.m11 MISC
MM5-A V45 17h47m51.s79 {3451’36."3 55.d92483 622.4993 16.m26 1.m84 0.m20 MISC
MM5-A V48 17h46m58.s63 {3452’09."6 7.d69846 723.1086 16.m38 1.m84 0.m05 MISC Ell
MM5-A V49 17h46m53.s75 {3449’41."3 4.d94278 718.6308 16.m39 1.m86 0.m07 MISC Ell
MM5-A V51 17h46m47.s44 {3446’19."8 41.d34797 661.9810 16.m46 2.m04 0.m15 MISC
MM5-A V52 17h46m56.s95 {3441’58."6 73.d11095 587.8120 16.m46 2.m03 0.m10 MISC
MM5-A V53 17h47m54.s27 {3447’30."4 19.d65737 688.3618 16.m48 2.m11 0.m19 MISC
MM5-A V58 17h47m26.s43 {3444’29."5 12.d40629 716.5749 16.m56 1.m93 0.m18 MISC
MM5-A V59 17h47m05.s03 {3441’40."2 27.d58159 710.0329 16.m61 2.m20 0.m13 MISC
MM5-A V61 17h46m59.s31 {3439’49."4 5.d66369 723.5817 16.m64 2.m21 0.m09 MISC
MM5-A V62 17h47m10.s42 {3451’06."1 65.d24660 714.9070 16.m66 1.m62 0.m09 MISC
MM5-A V65 17h47m07.s18 {3441’04."9 67.d31000 612.9922 16.m67 1.m94 0.m09 MISC
MM5-A V68 17h46m46.s30 {3440’16."3 48.d82109 642.2903 16.m73 1.m91 0.m09 MISC
MM5-A V70 17h47m51.s69 {3443’41."0 63.d94684 643.2413 16.m75 1.m56 0.m08 MISC
MM5-A V73 17h47m39.s69 {3450’57."0 23.d25497 711.4393 16.m95 1.m72 0.m16 MISC
MM5-A V77 17h47m46.s81 {3440’16."1 76.d34363 648.3101 16.m98 1.m93 0.m11 MISC
MM5-A V81 17h47m46.s91 {3447’09."6 21.d15447 716.6288 17.m07 1.m93 0.m10 MISC
MM5-A V82 17h47m01.s43 {3448’12."3 21.d15029 715.3874 17.m09 1.m96 0.m09 MISC
MM5-A V86 17h47m30.s91 {3446’25."5 4.d30132 718.4917 17.m19 1.m48 0.m08 MISC Ell
MM5-A V87 17h47m35.s10 {3443’13."1 49.d99568 667.8423 17.m19 1.m87 0.m15 MISC
MM5-A V93 17h47m02.s54 {3443’50."3 98.d58312 658.3381 17.m35 1.m91 0.m12 MISC
MM5-A V97 17h47m07.s18 {3448’59."0 7.d04125 715.9402 17.m39 1.m96 0.m16 MISC
MM5-A V99 17h46m55.s58 {3444’44."4 70.d44029 650.6570 17.m43 1.m69 0.m10 MISC
MM5-A V110 17h47m12.s29 {3452’07."3 67.d77633 676.2722 17.m53 1.m71 0.m11 MISC
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Table 11
Miscellaneous Variable Stars in the MM5-B eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM5-B V1 17h47m02.s98 {3502’17."1 79.d92082 687.4789 13.m59 2.m93 0.m07 MISC
MM5-B V3 17h47m04.s77 {3503’42."4 5.d97944 717.6404 14.m86 1.m80 0.m11 MISC
MM5-B V6 17h47m37.s01 {3457’05."1 33.d46190 674.9934 15.m01 1.m83 0.m07 MISC
MM5-B V9 17h47m54.s69 {3458’13."7 7.d73015 711.9391 15.m31 1.m75 0.m09 MISC
MM5-B V11 17h47m05.s80 {3500’05."3 36.d78492 672.5019 15.m49 1.m93 0.m10 MISC
MM5-B V12 17h47m41.s89 {3454’49."2 33.d10852 672.5665 15.m52 1.m66 0.m13 MISC
MM5-B V15 17h47m04.s69 {3456’40."3 35.d44129 694.5430 15.m56 2.m05 0.m04 MISC
MM5-B V16 17h47m58.s82 {3501’52."8 70.d67611 651.9871 15.m56 2.m05 0.m18 MISC
MM5-B V17 17h47m57.s30 {3457’53."3 8.d48006 715.0895 15.m59 1.m95 0.m10 MISC Ell
MM5-B V22 17h47m23.s48 {3456’18."7 50.d13357 669.9349 15.m70 1.m77 0.m05 MISC
MM5-B V26 17h47m57.s88 {3501’46."8 26.d66271 714.9872 15.m80 1.m94 0.m05 MISC
MM5-B V33 17h47m49.s94 {3503’48."7 40.d80100 661.9962 15.m98 1.m88 0.m08 MISC
MM5-B V34 17h47m31.s72 {3456’40."7 62.d76752 665.0219 16.m00 1.m62 0.m09 MISC
MM5-B V37 17h47m05.s68 {3501’10."5 32.d91320 704.7045 16.m09 2.m02 0.m06 MISC
MM5-B V39 17h46m50.s02 {3458’26."4 46.d33294 664.1364 16.m10 1.m99 0.m09 MISC
MM5-B V42 17h46m48.s04 {3452’52."7 86.d20729 654.4857 16.m19 1.m96 0.m10 MISC
MM5-B V45 17h47m41.s75 {3501’11."5 68.d93781 643.4655 16.m24 1.m71 0.m10 MISC
MM5-B V48 17h47m27.s86 {3459’19."0 17.d97874 708.4882 16.m27 1.m82 0.m08 MISC
MM5-B V50 17h47m18.s98 {3457’58."1 7.d11540 711.7819 16.m29 1.m78 0.m05 MISC Ell
MM5-B V52 17h47m28.s11 {3500’12."5 74.d74875 614.2105 16.m29 1.m82 0.m05 MISC?
MM5-B V54 17h47m24.s61 {3454’22."5 28.d77565 694.8456 16.m33 1.m84 0.m24 MISC
MM5-B V57 17h47m09.s76 {3503’40."2 51.d92592 660.8093 16.m48 1.m73 0.m08 MISC
MM5-B V59 17h47m19.s32 {3459’55."8 5.d20098 719.2435 16.m52 1.m86 0.m10 MISC
MM5-B V63 17h46m58.s11 {3459’20."5 3.d57722 719.5471 16.m57 1.m36 0.m06 MISC Ell
MM5-B V64 17h47m06.s44 {3456’05."8 61.d59673 661.9801 16.m59 { 0.m06 MISC
MM5-B V69 17h47m42.s01 {3452’55."4 17.d91553 703.0233 16.m63 1.m81 0.m09 MISC
MM5-B V75 17h47m38.s74 {3454’57."4 36.d28320 653.3153 16.m81 1.m91 0.m17 MISC
MM5-B V77 17h46m54.s68 {3457’10."9 22.d80114 687.3176 16.m84 2.m07 0.m14 MISC
MM5-B V79 17h46m58.s24 {3454’22."1 49.d83274 667.9082 16.m84 1.m92 0.m11 MISC
MM5-B V81 17h47m39.s28 {3459’34."2 24.d73183 713.7606 16.m88 1.m82 0.m22 MISC
MM5-B V83 17h46m56.s40 {3502’06."6 20.d39376 711.5995 16.m94 2.m13 0.m12 MISC
MM5-B V87 17h47m46.s49 {3500’31."4 57.d30067 683.5397 16.m99 1.m35 0.m11 MISC
MM5-B V91 17h47m04.s97 {3457’12."5 64.d35256 681.6867 17.m09 1.m77 0.m11 MISC
MM5-B V97 17h47m34.s86 {3503’09."7 15.d24414 713.9745 17.m16 1.m77 0.m08 MISC Ell
MM5-B V111 17h47m25.s85 {3502’24."5 50.d75667 667.9578 17.m38 1.m83 0.m13 MISC
MM5-B V125 17h47m39.s38 {3455’59."2 9.d05663 715.8270 17.m56 1.m71 0.m09 MISC Ell
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Table 12
Miscellaneous Variable Stars in the MM7-A eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM7-A V1 18h10m48.s94 {2547’12."3 18.d29324 697.5578 14.m20 2.m05 0.m09 MISC
MM7-A V3 18h10m32.s26 {2554’34."5 2.d62541 724.0224 14.m81 1.m47 0.m08 MISC
MM7-A V4 18h10m21.s25 {2555’59."9 57.d00208 642.6414 14.m84 1.m89 0.m12 MISC
MM7-A V5 18h11m05.s50 {2601’17."6 51.d79081 652.1499 14.m89 { 0.m06 MISC
MM7-A V7 18h10m27.s96 {2549’26."3 12.d41680 714.8600 15.m06 2.m23 0.m07 MISC Ell?
MM7-A V8 18h10m18.s67 {2551’46."8 37.d23882 690.1098 15.m12 2.m15 0.m19 MISC
MM7-A V11 18h11m04.s69 {2557’22."1 5.d87067 718.6815 15.m27 2.m09 0.m11 MISC Ell
MM7-A V18 18h11m16.s02 {2601’11."1 56.d15136 638.0479 15.m50 { 0.m12 MISC
MM7-A V21 18h11m15.s81 {2555’57."0 32.d56421 708.6949 15.m53 1.m80 0.m11 MISC
MM7-A V24 18h10m40.s52 {2601’37."1 27.d93680 698.1406 15.m57 1.m83 0.m17 MISC
MM7-A V28 18h10m31.s46 {2553’53."7 34.d05167 713.9273 15.m65 2.m16 0.m14 MISC
MM7-A V30 18h10m24.s91 {2555’42."8 34.d80215 683.8622 15.m71 1.m97 0.m09 MISC
MM7-A V32 18h11m06.s36 {2554’54."9 36.d19661 688.8215 15.m73 2.m14 0.m28 MISC
MM7-A V36 18h10m36.s83 {2547’26."3 13.d80562 713.7782 15.m75 1.m96 0.m23 MISC
MM7-A V37 18h10m42.s69 {2556’44."2 32.d46854 711.0935 15.m87 1.m99 0.m12 MISC
MM7-A V39 18h10m27.s87 {2549’33."3 61.d05373 631.4177 15.m87 2.m38 0.m11 MISC
MM7-A V45 18h10m28.s22 {2549’51."1 49.d78092 663.7788 16.m00 2.m18 0.m11 MISC
MM7-A V46 18h11m14.s62 {2558’44."5 20.d17291 702.9856 16.m01 1.m93 0.m10 MISC
MM7-A V49 18h10m36.s09 {2555’35."0 4.d90452 719.5225 16.m06 2.m10 0.m07 MISC Ell?
MM7-A V50 18h10m55.s46 {2601’08."6 3.d80730 720.9313 16.m09 2.m04 0.m08 MISC Ell?
MM7-A V51 18h11m21.s77 {2549’34."2 88.d47841 654.2978 16.m15 { 0.m12 MISC
MM7-A V54 18h10m46.s00 {2555’30."4 76.d15059 668.9068 16.m19 2.m05 0.m12 MISC
MM7-A V55 18h11m01.s55 {2556’39."0 79.d70358 688.3998 16.m20 1.m83 0.m08 MISC?
MM7-A V56 18h10m18.s45 {2551’22."4 97.d40697 615.4172 16.m22 1.m27 0.m05 MISC?
MM7-A V57 18h10m36.s80 {2550’13."8 47.d21467 688.2482 16.m21 2.m04 0.m11 MISC
MM7-A V58 18h11m20.s57 {2552’42."6 17.d50121 706.6113 16.m24 2.m07 0.m05 MISC
MM7-A V59 18h10m51.s84 {2554’29."7 36.d81445 672.8945 16.m25 2.m06 0.m09 MISC
MM7-A V60 18h10m38.s07 {2552’54."4 15.d69266 713.3726 16.m28 1.m94 0.m08 MISC
MM7-A V64 18h10m44.s40 {2548’29."5 65.d67404 679.4636 16.m40 2.m03 0.m08 MISC
MM7-A V65 18h11m02.s44 {2554’44."7 21.d42106 698.9478 16.m44 2.m09 0.m18 MISC
MM7-A V66 18h10m29.s46 {2557’02."0 14.d25361 698.7405 16.m49 1.m87 0.m07 MISC
MM7-A V69 18h10m38.s25 {2548’34."8 53.d71019 693.7745 16.m54 2.m03 0.m10 MISC
MM7-A V71 18h10m25.s12 {2559’17."6 87.d63187 644.7077 16.m57 1.m79 0.m20 MISC
MM7-A V73 18h11m18.s34 {2558’21."5 8.d71424 716.5284 16.m64 2.m00 0.m15 MISC
MM7-A V75 18h10m56.s76 {2549’04."9 2.d12521 723.2387 16.m69 1.m87 0.m13 MISC
MM7-A V76 18h11m07.s58 {2600’31."7 5.d21887 715.1418 16.m71 1.m83 0.m06 MISC Ell
MM7-A V79 18h10m46.s73 {2548’21."7 11.d19201 706.6635 16.m78 1.m75 0.m08 MISC
MM7-A V91 18h10m40.s73 {2557’58."9 66.d80679 616.2926 16.m89 1.m68 0.m07 MISC
MM7-A V92 18h10m38.s33 {2551’03."0 46.d81992 657.3049 16.m88 2.m02 0.m14 MISC




Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM7-A V100 18h10m32.s31 {2548’19."7 19.d91045 708.9116 16.m98 2.m15 0.m09 MISC
MM7-A V109 18h10m24.s64 {2548’07."1 12.d01375 720.1642 17.m08 2.m16 0.m24 MISC
MM7-A V114 18h10m19.s51 {2554’30."8 11.d95630 712.6553 17.m14 1.m92 0.m29 MISC
MM7-A V115 18h11m20.s37 {2550’35."1 10.d50578 723.4280 17.m14 2.m06 0.m17 MISC
MM7-A V116 18h11m08.s89 {2550’49."3 62.d00406 629.9613 17.m17 2.m01 0.m11 MISC
MM7-A V119 18h11m16.s57 {2558’48."3 5.d97073 722.0105 17.m21 1.m87 0.m11 MISC
MM7-A V127 18h11m00.s68 {2551’49."7 4.d15177 719.8297 17.m28 2.m01 0.m22 MISC
MM7-A V133 18h10m33.s44 {2548’58."6 66.d98893 665.4010 17.m36 2.m09 0.m11 MISC
MM7-A V146 18h10m50.s14 {2550’49."0 15.d88959 702.3993 17.m50 2.m21 0.m19 MISC
MM7-A V149 18h10m22.s33 {2548’23."4 78.d83283 634.9984 17.m52 2.m10 0.m08 MISC
MM7-A V155 18h10m32.s59 {2550’25."5 66.d58912 614.2846 17.m65 1.m99 0.m18 MISC
MM7-A V159 18h10m56.s54 {2552’51."4 26.d02642 694.3328 17.m69 2.m03 0.m20 MISC
MM7-A V160 18h10m39.s53 {2557’08."7 2.d31436 723.3578 17.m70 1.m91 0.m09 MISC
MM7-A V161 18h10m38.s99 {2555’13."1 5.d31394 717.8070 17.m71 1.m62 0.m13 MISC
MM7-A V175 18h10m54.s37 {2551’05."7 4.d74471 717.3242 17.m82 1.m86 0.m13 MISC
MM7-A V178 18h11m00.s94 {2549’05."2 11.d77769 709.5940 17.m83 1.m93 0.m36 MISC
Table 12
Miscellaneous Variable Stars in the MM7-B eld
Star ID 2000 2000 P T0 { I (V−I) I Type
OGLE 2 448 000
MM7-B V1 18h12m00.s47 {2552’01."7 12.d10997 709.4626 13.m69 1.m96 0.m16 MISC
MM7-B V2 18h11m30.s16 {2555’48."4 62.d85072 665.5263 14.m72 2.m13 0.m05 MISC
MM7-B V4 18h11m50.s60 {2557’52."5 57.d55825 650.5233 15.m04 2.m24 0.m12 MISC
MM7-B V5 18h11m45.s56 {2601’08."6 14.d47485 717.5038 15.m30 2.m05 0.m08 MISC
MM7-B V10 18h11m49.s24 {2556’44."9 23.d21652 706.2233 15.m54 2.m14 0.m04 MISC
MM7-B V15 18h11m26.s29 {2555’06."8 39.d36907 679.5495 15.m67 1.m90 0.m06 MISC
MM7-B V17 18h11m30.s00 {2550’04."2 15.d52594 704.0393 15.m70 1.m96 0.m07 MISC
MM7-B V20 18h11m25.s89 {2558’16."2 25.d24915 695.9676 15.m80 2.m20 0.m18 MISC
MM7-B V24 18h11m59.s46 {2558’05."3 32.d66543 704.2667 15.m88 1.m98 0.m08 MISC
MM7-B V25 18h11m29.s72 {2554’49."0 30.d52108 671.8911 16.m02 2.m23 0.m08 MISC
MM7-B V27 18h11m52.s54 {2551’39."7 44.d49107 711.0563 16.m07 2.m18 0.m30 MISC
MM7-B V28 18h11m54.s21 {2601’12."7 71.d22289 649.1966 16.m15 2.m04 0.m14 MISC
MM7-B V32 18h11m11.s04 {2550’13."5 81.d26802 603.5776 16.m38 1.m94 0.m16 MISC
MM7-B V36 18h11m43.s15 {2555’40."8 13.d74095 706.3123 16.m50 1.m96 0.m15 MISC
MM7-B V42 18h11m26.s53 {2553’29."5 78.d68083 674.5308 16.m56 1.m93 0.m05 MISC
MM7-B V45 18h11m29.s24 {2556’60."0 81.d84352 615.4633 16.m60 1.m92 0.m05 MISC
MM7-B V48 18h11m46.s54 {2552’30."1 45.d84836 658.8868 16.m63 2.m19 0.m20 MISC
MM7-B V52 18h11m47.s80 {2555’41."2 53.d13401 655.7799 16.m78 1.m97 0.m21 MISC
MM7-B V57 18h11m44.s77 {2550’51."2 3.d53921 719.6276 16.m86 1.m83 0.m15 MISC
MM7-B V66 18h11m50.s06 {2553’25."2 9.d07885 716.6935 17.m09 2.m07 0.m15 MISC
MM7-B V72 18h11m45.s36 {2552’48."8 2.d57333 720.9853 17.m24 2.m24 0.m07 MISC
MM7-B V76 18h11m41.s98 {2554’16."8 73.d66244 635.3385 17.m27 1.m88 0.m11 MISC
MM7-B V79 18h11m21.s90 {2556’46."0 4.d02451 722.0575 17.m32 2.m24 0.m09 MISC
MM7-B V95 18h12m09.s50 {2553’22."2 5.d18946 719.7677 17.m60 2.m07 0.m13 MISC
MM7-B V102 18h11m58.s87 {2559’20."7 6.d98992 717.2287 17.m69 1.m95 0.m11 MISC
MM7-B V110 18h11m52.s32 {2600’05."8 31.d02846 693.3620 17.m82 2.m12 0.m15 MISC
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